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Warning - This Publication may
contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No 2212 53 Newlands St Trevallyn Hare: Scary

LH3 Hash
Weekly Bull Shit (new Boong size font for easy reading)
Run report for run 2212 Hare Scary – Another Trevallyn Run. The drought has broken Matthew
Groom’s prayers have been
answered, but did it have
to happen on a Tuesday
night. Scary has returned
saturated from setting the
run, if he had a push bike
he could have set the run
before the rain started. ON
ON calls Scary as he towels
the water from his hair.
The run is on sign posts the
first is on the Hydro pole at
the corner of Newlands
and Cherry Rd. Tyles has
arrived early and leads the pack down Mt Newlands.
Electric Eric is the first to Cherry Rd and can be heard
calling ON ON heading into the darkness towards Pitt
Ave. The next stop is at Disease’s garage where we find
the trail back tracking to Veulalee Ave. which bunches

the pack up again. From Veulalee Ave we are off to
the Trevallyn shopping centre. Half the pack decide to
take a short cut via the
Max Fry Hall reserve
while the rest head towards Bald Hill Rd. The
Bald Hill Rd route
proves to be the shortest as Tyles lets the
others know as he informs them that they
have to back track to
the Max Fry Hall for the
next clue. The ON
Home sign is finally
found nailed to a pole
outside the Hall. Again the pack splits into two different directions half saying it will be quicker via Cherry
Rd and the others opting to go via Forest Rd. Another
good run in the Trevallyn area with most of the pack
been out in the elements for about 90 minutes.

ON ON:
The rain has gone the Southern Cross can
be seen low in the southern sky but there
are ominous black clouds lurking around
the Legana area will the rain hold off long
enough for the ON ON.
Tight Spot has ventured to the north of the
island for tonight’s run and has been busy
in the kitchen cutting up cheese, cabana
and other culinary delights for frozen
Hashers returning from the run. Unfortunately for the keen Hashers who found the
ON Home sign the sludge arse Hashing Bastards who returned early had devoured the
food and the plate was bare on their return.
Cray fish is the word of the night, where has Sprockets cray fish gone? Who pigged out on the 2Kg cray
fish that sprocket won in the raffle last week then left it in the beer trailer.
There is an old adage what happens at Hash stays at Hash perhaps we will never know the fate of the
cray fish. With the current price of Crays at $80.00 a kilo someone has a smile on their face.

The 2016 Committee The Committee that charges you more and gives you less
GM: Thumbs JM: Tyles, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Goblet, Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Rickshaw, Lip: Blakey Scribe: Sheila, Web
Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 10 th May Riverside Tennis Centre Trevallyn Hare: Sheila
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Fingers before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Rowland
Cres again

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 13th May 67 Havelock St. Summerhill
Hare: Magpie.
Joke of the Week:

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Crayfish for supper at my place
tonight Abba

Why did Sprocket
leave us in the
beer trailer after
the run last
week, did he
think his girl
friend would be
jealous

